A specific construction is given on a Banach space X with a 1-unconditional basis which yields an equivalent norm on X that is midpoint locally uniformly rotund. This construction, when applied to £ 2 , confirms a suspicion of K.W. Anderson and answers a question of R.E. Megginson; when applied to an example of M. Talagrand, it improves an example of P-K. Lin.
Introduction.
In 1960, K.W. Anderson [A] systematically studied the geometrical notion of midpoint local uniform rotundity in Banach spaces (definitions are given in the next section), a notion which had been known earlier to G. Lumer and M.M. Day. His motivation for such a study was to find the correct rotundity notion in a reflexive Banach space X that would be in duality to the smoothness notion of Frechet differentiability of the norm in the conjugate space X*. Although this hoped-for duality did not materialize, Anderson did discover that the combination of strict convexity and the Kadec-Klee property in reflexive Banach spaces is in full duality with Frechet differentiability of the conjugate norm; he also showed that this combination in a reflexive Banach space implies midpoint local uniform rotundity. Anderson strongly suspected that the last mentioned implication could not be reversed (that is, that, in reflexive Banach spaces, midpoint local uniform rotundity is not equivalent to the combination of strict convexity and the Kadec-Klee property). However, he was unable to provide an example; in fact, he left open the question of whether midpoint local uniform rotundity implies the Kadec-Klee property in any Banach space.
In 1981, M.A. Smith [S] gave an example of a midpoint locally uniformly rotund Banach space that fails to have the Kadec-Klee property, which thus answered Anderson's question in the negative. But the example that Smith gave is a renorming of c 0 (and hence a nonreflexive space), thereby leaving Anderson's suspicion still unconfirmed.
In 1983, R.E. Megginson [M] , during his investigation of the semi-KadecKlee condition and nearest-point properties in Banach spaces, posed the question: Are the reflexive midpoint locally uniformly rotund spaces exactly the strongly rotund Banach spaces? This question, as Megginson points out, is equivalent to Anderson's question of whether reflexive midpoint locally uniformly rotund spaces have the Kadec-Klee property. Megginson gave a third equivalent formulation of this question in terms of distance minimizing sequences in a closed ball for a point, a formulation that led him to join Anderson in the strong suspicion that the answer must be negative; but still no example was known.
Backtracking chronologically, in 1980, M.A. Smith and B. Turett [S-T], during their examination of which generalizations of uniform rotundity lift from a Banach space X to the Lebesgue-Bochner function space L p (μ,X), posed the question: If X is strictly convex and has the Kadec-Klee property and if 1 < p < oo, then does the space L p (μ,X) have the Kadec-Klee property? They noted that the answer is affirmative, whenever X is reflexive; they also showed that without strict convexity the Kadec-Klee property need not lift from X to L p (μ,X) , even when X is reflexive. In 1987, P-K. Lin [L] constructed an example of a strictly convex Banach space X with the Kadec-Klee property such that L p (μ,X) fails to have the Kadec-Klee property, thus providing a negative answer to the question of Smith and Turett. This space X is not midpoint locally uniformly rotund.
In this paper, a specific construction is given on a Banach space X with a 1-unconditional basis which yields an equivalent norm on X that is midpoint locally uniformly rotund. This construction, when applied to £ 2 , produces the example sought after by both Anderson and Megginson and finally confirms their suspicions that a reflexive midpoint locally uniformly rotund Banach space need not have the Kadec-Klee property. This application to ί 2 also improves the example of Smith cited above by providing a reflexive space with the specified properties. An application of the construction to an example of M. Talagrand 
Definitions and Preliminaries.
Throughout this paper X will denote a real Banach space, B x will denote the closed unit ball of X and S x will denote the unit sphere of X. A sequence {e n }τ^o m X i s called a 1-unconditional basis for X provided {e n } n^0 is an unconditional basis for X with unconditional constant 1; that is, for every choice of scalars {a? Recall that a Banach space with an unconditional basis can be renormed to have a 1-unconditional normalized basis; see [L-T, pp. 18-19] .
For a given measure space (Ω, Σ, μ) and 1 < p < oo, the symbol L p (μ, X) will denote the usual Lebesgue-Bochner function space L P (Ω, Σ,μ,X); see [D-U, p. 97 ]. For 1 < p < oo, the symbol h p (D,X) will denote the space of X-valued harmonic functions defined on the open unit disc D in the complex plane which have finite p-norm; see [D-H- 
A Banach space X is said to have the Kadec -Klee property (KK) provided that whenever {x n } ^ is a sequence in Sx and x is in Sx with x n -» x weakly, it follows that x n -ϊ x in norm. For 1 < p < oo and X, the space h p (D,X) is said to have the Kadec -Klee property with respect to β -convergence (KK(/3)) provided that whenever {fn\ ^λ is a sequence in Shp{D,x) and / is in Shp (D,x) with f n ->> / with respect to /3, it follows that f n -> f in norm.
The following is a well-known list of geometrical notions in a Banach space; the list is given in the order of increasing strength, (i) A point x in 3χ is called an extreme point of 3χ provided x is not the midpoint of any non-trivial line segment lying in Bx. A Banach space X is said to be strictly convex provided every x in Sx is an extreme point of B x . (ii) A point x in Bx is called a strongly extreme point of Bx provided that whenever {x n } J^χ is a sequence in X with || x ± x n \\-> 1, it follows that x n -> 0 in norm. A Banach space X is said to be midpoint locally uniformly rotund (MLUR) provided every x in Sx is a strongly extreme point of B x .
(iii) A point x in B x is called a denting point of B x provided x is not an element of the closed convex hull of {y G B x : || y -x \\ > ε} for each ε > 0. A Banach space X is said to have property (G) provided every x in Sx is a denting point of B x . It should also be noted that, in any Banach space, property (G) implies KK and, in a Banach space that contains no isomorphic copy of ί 1 , the combination of KK and strict convexity implies property (G); see [L-Ll].
The Construction.
Let X be a Banach space with a 1-unconditional normalized basis {e^-} .~0. For n > 0 and x = Σ?=o ^, define β n : X -> R by
j=0
It is easy to show that each β n is a lattice seminorm on X and that β n (x) < || x || < 2^o(x) for all x in X. Now, for each n > 0, define σ n : X -> R by
(
It is straightforward to show that each σ n is a seminorm on X and, for each n > 0 and each x in X, that β n (x) < σ n (x) < 2β n (x) and so σ n (x) < 2 || x ||. Define T n>m : X -> X by and hence || || M is an equivalent norm on X. Proof. It is a straightforward computation to see that lim n _ foo || e 0 + e n ||M = II e 0 ||M = 2 and so it remains to show only that (X, || ||M) is MLUR. Toward this end, suppose # is in X with || x || M = 1 and {xk}^ ι s a sequence in X with || x ±x k || M -> 1. Then the definition of || ||M yields the following three equations:
Theorem. Let X be a Banach space with a 1-unconditional basis {e n } n^0 and let || ||M be the equivalent norm on X defined by (*). Then the Banach space (X, || || M ) is MLUR
for all m > n > 0 (4), it can also be assumed that x{ = 0 for 0 < j < n 0 and for all k in N. To show (X, || ||M) is MLUR, it must be shown that x k -» 0 in norm. Proof. The Banach space (X, || || M ) is MLUR by the Theorem. Since {e n } n^0 is weakly null, |(e 0 + e n ) -» |e 0 weakly and, by the Theorem, lim^oo || |(e 0 + e n ) || M = || \e 0 || M = 1. Therefore (X, || || M ) fails to have KK and the proof is complete. D
Applications.
In this final section, the two examples advertised in the introduction will be produced by applying the results from the previous section.
Example 1. A direct application of the Corollary shows that CQ and ί p ', for 1 < p < oo, admit equivalent renormings so as to be MLUR and fail to have KK. In particular, there exists a reflexive Banach space that is MLUR but fails to have KK; this is the first known example of a reflexive Banach space in which all closed balls, but not all nonempty closed convex sets, are approximatively compact Chebyshev sets; see [M, Theorem 2.7 and Theorem B.8] .
The next goal is to produce an example of a Banach space X which has KK and is MLUR but such that L p (μ,X) fails to have KK for each p with 1 < p < oo and an appropriate measure space (Ω, Σ,μ) . Following the lead of Lin [L] , the example constructed here is also a renorming of Talagrand space [T] .
To begin, recall the following facts about Talagrand space. Let Δ = U n >i{0, l} n be the usual dyadic tree. If φ = {si}^ is in {0, l} n , write I ψ \= n and say that φ is a node of order n. If ψ and φ are two nodes, write φ > φ whenever φ extends ψ. Then Talagrand space, E, is defined to be the completion of the space of all finitely non-zero functions e : Δ -> R under the norm || e || =sup(]Γ supe (V>) 2 ) 2 . Talagrand [T] showed that E* is separable and so {e t /, n } n (^1 is a shrinking basis for E. Hence the sequence of coefficient functionals {eψ n } Ί^1 is a 1-unconditional basis for E*. Example 2. Let X = R ® E* with norm, || ||, given by ||(r,e )||=max{|r|, || e* ||} for (r,e*) in Mθ£*. Let e 0 = (1,0) and e n = (O,eJ, n ) for n > 1. Since E* embeds isometrically into X, it is easy to check that {e n } n^0 is a 1-unconditional basis for X and || e n ||= 1 for all n > 0. Let || || M be the MLUR norm on X induced from {e n } n^0 via the Theorem. So lim || e 0 + e n || M = || e 0 ||M = 2 . n>oo nLet Ω = n n >!{0, l} n , let Σ be the Borel σ-algebra of subsets of Ω and let μ denote the normalized Haar measure on Ω. For each n in N, let p n be the canonical projection from Ω onto {0, l} n and define g n : Ω -> X by g n (ω) = |(0,e* n(α;) ) for all ω in Ω. As noted in [L] , the sequence {g n }^l λ converges weakly to zero in L p (μ, X) for each 1 < p < oo. Define h : Ω -> X by h(ω) = |e 0 for all ω in Ω. Then h + g n -> h weakly in I/ P (μ, X) for each 
